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WaterField Designs Suede Jacket for the Motorola Droid - Thin as it Gets
Published on 11/10/09
USA-Manufactured, WaterField Designs Suede Jacket for the Motorola Droid: Custom-fitted,
scratch-proof, Ultrasuedecase for the new smartphone. WaterField Designs custom-fitted
Suede Jacket case for the Motorola Droid is high-quality and budget friendly. The
minimalist WaterField Suede Jacket provides a snug but comfortable fit specifically sized
for Motorola's newest smartphone. Available exclusively from the SFBags website.
San Francisco, California - WaterField Designs, an innovative leader in custom laptop
sleeves and designer bags and cases for consumer electronics, announces a new,
custom-fitted Suede Jacket case for the Motorola Droid. The minimalist WaterField Suede
Jacket made from scratch-free Ultrasuede(TM), provides a snug but comfortable fit
specifically sized for Motorola's newest smartphone.
WaterField's Suede Jacket cases are form-fitted to a particular mobile device so each
stays snug for better protection. The simple, smart-looking Suede Jacket for the Droid is
made from soft, 100% scratch-free Ultrasuede(TM), which absorbs a bit of shock and
protects the phone from scrapes and small, accidental bumps. Simply slide in the Droid
when not in use, and pinch the bottom of the case to easily retrieve it when it is needed
again. When necessary, the Suede Jacket can double as a screen cleaner.
"If you want a case to protect your new phone without adding bulk, you'll find our Suede
Jackets may do the trick" explained owner, Gary Waterfield. "Slip your phone into the
jacket and it stays secure so it doesn't easily fall out, yet you can quickly take the
phone out by pushing the bottom so it glides out of the case. You can also put your Droid
in its Suede Jacket into our newest man bag, the Muzetto - a favorite of Mad Men actor
Rich Sommer - or in any other bag you may have."
The Motorola Droid in its Suede Jacket fits into WaterField's Travel Case - a case to hold
the Droid or other device, a charger and other accessories - or into any one of
WaterField's trendy larger bags: the new Muzetto, or the Cargo, Cozmo, Hardcase, Racer-X,
Sling or VertiGo.
Pricing and Availability:
Suede Jacket for the Motorola Droid Size 52: $9 / $13 (USD) with optional stretch pocket.
Color: Black. Travel Case: $35-$39. Three sizes: Small, Medium, Large. Six colors: black,
blue, brown, green, red, silver. Available now from WaterField Designs.
WaterField Designs:
http://www.sfbags.com/
Suede Jacket case for the Motorola Droid:
http://www.sfbags.com/products/droid-suede-jacket/droid-suede-jacket.htm
The Muzetto Laptop / Man Bag:
http://www.sfbags.com/products/muzetto/muzetto.htm

WaterField Designs manufactures custom-fitted, high-quality cases and bags for a
full-range of laptop computers, cameras, and other digital gear. All products are
manufactured to exacting standards in San Francisco. More information is available at the
company website in the About Us section.
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